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Abstract—Accurate network-wide real time traffic forecasting is essential for next generation smart cities. In this context,
we study a novel and complex traffic data set and explore
the potential to apply big data and machine learning analysis.
We evaluate several hypotheses and find that the availability
of big data is able to facilitate more accurate predictions.
Furthermore, we find that spatial aspects have more influence
than temporal ones and that careful choice of thresholding
parameters is crucial for high performance classification.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
The availability of detailed data streams on road networks
offers great promise for intelligent transport in the context
of smart cities. Applications include personalized copilots
with real time route suggestions based on user preferences
and traffic conditions, economical parking metering, agile
car pooling services and self driving cars. At the core of
these systems, a proactive and accurate, network-wide, realtime traffic prediction system is paramount.
Current systems are largely reactive since much of the existing work has been performed on simple freeway datasets
that do not entirely capture the complex spatiotemporal
characteristics of a city’s traffic. Conversely, we introduce an
intricate network dataset and leverage big data and machine
learning for traffic forecasting in complex urban networks.
Our contributions include:
∙ Investigation of a novel big traffic data set, including
an exploratory analysis and benchmarking of state of
the art machine learning algorithms.
∙ Evaluation of the following hypotheses: Is a larger
sampling bandwidth beneficial? If so, is it because
it captures the large variance between weekends and
weekdays? Does augmenting missing data with contextual average trends increase accuracy? Is recent data
more useful on its own? Does big data help even if old
data is used? What is the effect of including proximity
data? Is it more important than sampling bandwidth?
Our evaluations reveal that: i) the spatiotemporal representation is one of the central issues, ii) predicting only on
weekdays is easier and separate predictors can be deployed
separately for weekends or each day of the week, iii)
adjusting sampling bandwidth and proximity data increases
performance, iv) class label thresholds should be set dynamically or avoided altogether.

II. DATASET
The VicRoads dataset was collected in the City of Melbourne over six years. A special feature of this dataset is its
volume and variety, covering the Central Business District
(CBD) and suburban areas, including freeways as depicted
in the figure below. A quantitative comparison with existing
datasets is given in Table I. To the best of our knowledge,
it is the first dataset of its kind studied by the community.
Vehicle volume count data is recorded using loop detectors at
a frequency of 1 minute for the raw data set, which measures
about 700 GB per year. VicRoads recently released★ all their
fine-grain traffic volume data. In this article we use a subset.

Figure 1: Melbourne roads with available traffic data are highlighted.
Each physical road typically has 2 traffic directions, colored red and blue.
Latitude and longitude coordinates for each sensor are also included.

The data stream is aggregated into 96 bins for each day,
taken at 15 minute intervals for each sensor. Measurements
are aggregated for all lanes in the same direction, aggregating into road segment level statistics. These tensors thus
contain traffic information for 2033 days × 1084 sensors ×
96 time points per day.
III. E XPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS
A random subset of days was gathered for one sensor and
the 96 dimensional traffic volume vectors projected onto a
2D space using a randomly generated orthonormal matrix.
Random embeddings onto lower dimensions preserve Euclidean geometry, thus three clusters are visible in Figure 2.
★ https://vicroads-public.sharepoint.com/InformationAccess/SitePages/
Home.aspx
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Figure 2: 2D embedding of a subset of data for one sensor. Large clusters
are weekdays or weekends. The high density diamond cluster corresponds
to days where the traffic volume is zero for an entire day (missing data).

Examining several samples from each cluster suggests the
largest variance between days corresponds to whether the
day is a working day or part of the weekend. The same
can be observed in Figure 4 where the daily average traffic
volume was computed for each day of the week, confirming
the weekday – weekend assumption. The high density cluster
(diamond) in Fig. 2 corresponds to days where the volume
is zero. This may be due to sensor failure, maintenance
operations or human processing errors. The number of days
having such events were counted for each sensor and sorted:

Sporadically, weekend evening peaks are similar to a
typical weekday peak. Another interesting observation is that
even though some sensors have the same peak traffic profile
across working days, the actual volume can differ across
days. Each day could thus be modeled individually. A similar
analysis was performed in [1], where the daily characteristics
show similar patterns. The authors conclude that seasonal
variance is mainly governed by school holidays.
Table I: Comparison of the VicRoads dataset with ones from literature.
Dataset
VicRoads
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]

Distribution of missing data across sensors

% missing (sorted)

Figure 4: Average traffic over 6 years accumulated per day of the week.
An outbound road. Evening peak is higher, when commuters depart.
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Figure 3: 92% of sensors have less than 10% missing data, while the rest
can reach up to 56%. There are only 10 sensors without missing data.

In total there are 128,014 zero-valued days out of
2,203,772 (5.8%). The distribution differs across sensors.
Approximately 92% of sensors have less than 10% missing
data, while the rest of 8% can reach up to 56%. The
cumulated averages per each day of the week show that for
working days, the largest variance between sensors is the
difference between noon and evening rush hour peaks. For
some sensors the traffic peaks are higher at noon and lower
in the evening while for others, the peaks might have the
same amplitude. It is interesting to observe in Figure 4 that
for Fridays and Saturdays there is a another volume peak at
approximately 23:00. However, this pattern is not observable
for all sensors. Another source of variance between sensors
is a slight time shift between peaks (e.g. morning traffic
peaks between 07:30 and 08:30). These shifts are likely to
be a function of the sensor’s proximity to the CBD. During
weekends, the traffic pattern is not consistent across sensors,
though typically there is a noon peak (12:00 – 13:00).

IV. P ROBLEM SETTING AND RELATED WORK
For prediction, the dataset was reshaped into a single
continuous series per sensor. Each column 𝑆 is a sensor,
scaled to 𝒟 ∈ [0, 1). This yielded a dataset 𝒟 ∈ ℝ𝑇+×𝑆
where 𝑆 = 1, 084 streams and 𝑇 = 195, 168 time points.
The first 70% time points were used for training while the
last 30% was kept unaltered for testing in all experiments.
A. Spatiotemporal considerations
The term 𝑛-step-ahead refers to the number of points into
the future for which predictions are made. Prediction horizon
refers to the difference between the current time and the start
of the prediction time and can be one-step-ahead or n-stepahead. In our work, we only consider one-step-ahead predictions in the immediate step into the future. It is trivial to
adapt to a larger prediction horizon. Simultaneous networkwide prediction can be modeled either as multiple individual
learners or holistically as a multivariate learner that makes
predictions on all measurement points simultaneously. We
initially model each sensor individually. For one-step-ahead
prediction, the dimension of the response variable (target)

𝑦𝑠 (𝑡) ⊂ 𝒟𝑠 (𝑡) where 𝑦𝑠 ∈ {0, 1} is always one ∣𝑦𝑠 ∣ = 1.
The sliding window is moved forward one step at a time
through the training set for all sensors simultaneously. The
training data 𝑥𝑠 (𝑡) ⊂ 𝒟𝑠 (𝑡 − 1 − 𝑤, 𝑡 − 1) with 𝑥𝑠 ∈ [0, 1)
has a length of ∣𝑥𝑠 ∣ = 𝑤 observations and is sampled
for a particular sensor and a specific time frame, while
the window is moved. 𝑓𝑠 is the decision boundary, 𝜀𝑠 is
the irreducible error and 𝜆𝑠 is the regularization term for
sensor 𝑠. One possible interpretation is that we aim to solve
the general least squares problem thus finding the optimal
decision boundary 𝑓𝑠 ∈ ℋ𝑠 (all sensors independently) that
best separates the classes 𝑦𝑠 using the data from 𝑥𝑠 .
arg min{∥𝑓𝑠 (𝑥𝑠 + 𝜀𝑠 ) − 𝑦𝑠 ∥22 + 𝜆∥𝑓𝑠 ∥22 }
𝑓𝑠 ∈ℋ

(1)

Thus, there are 𝑆 such equations that are solved simultaneously although independently during the training phase.
In subsection VI-B we also share data between predictors.
B. Related research and datasets
Predominant methods in the literature are Autoregressive
Integrated Moving Average models (ARIMA), Kalman filters, spectral methods and neural networks. A study [11]
on short term traffic forecasting suggests that compared to
neural networks, the other algorithms are less robust when
congestion increases. The work in [12] suggests that this
might be due to the smoothing of input data, which obscures
the spatiotemporal correlations. In [13], the authors conclude
that Big Data is paramount for increased performance.
ARIMA [14] are parametric models commonly used in
time series prediction. SARIMA models are used to cope
with seasonal effects. VARIMA models generalize univariate
to multivariate and capture linear correlations among multiple time series. A VARIMA inspired [3] makes predictions
as a function of both location and time of day. They report
an average accuracy of 91.15 over a network of 500 sensors.
A study on autocorrelation on spatiotemporal data [6]
concludes that ARIMA based models assume a globally
stationary space-time autocorrelation structure and are thus
incapable of capturing complex dynamics. Another ARIMA
inspired algorithm [2] uses a parametric, space-time autoregressive threshold algorithm for forecasting velocity.
The equations are independent and incorporate the MA
(moving average) and a neighborhood component that adds
information from sensors in close proximity. Lasso [15] is
used for simultaneous prediction and regularization. The
authors motivate their approach as a means of coping with
computational intractability in the case where the number of
sensors is larger than 300. In the next sections we show it is
possible to tractably make accurate network-wide forecasts
on 1084 sensors simultaneously.
Particle filter methods have been used for traffic state
estimation on freeways [7], [10], in combination with other
methods such as discrete wavelet transforms. Similar to [8],
such datasets are quite different to ours: the focus is on high
resolution time-series on short intervals. Freeway data is less
complex and furthermore these algorithms are challenging

to fine-tune [10]. As pointed out in [16] such methods are
largely reactive. Moreover, particle filters are difficult to
scale to large nonlinear road networks. A nonparametric
(kNN) multivariate regression technique is evaluated in [16]
for one-step-ahead forecasting. The term multivariate refers
to the modeling of three types of measurements, namely
velocity, volume and flow. The authors show that using data
from multiple types of measurements increases performance.
Neural networks have been used extensively for shortterm real-time traffic forecasting [4], [8], [9], [11], [12],
[17], [18] where the focus is to predict on larger prediction
horizons. However, the employed datasets are far too simple.
In [4] a neural network is used for simultaneous forecasting
at multiple points along a commuter’s route (the route is set
and prediction is done before the traveling starts), with an
error averaging to 5 mph for a 30 minute route. Multiple
univariate neural networks are used in [9] for prediction.
Data from the past week, neighboring traffic and the day of
the week is added as input in order to further improve performance. Recurrent neural networks have demonstrated better
forecasting performance [8] at larger prediction horizons
compared to feed-forward networks. Hybrid ARIMA and
neural networks [19] have also been applied successfully.
V. P EAK TRAFFIC VOLUME PREDICTION
Peak traffic prediction is modeled as binomial classification. A threshold was set 𝜔 = 0.85 for each sensor and high
volume 𝑦𝑠 (𝑡) > 𝜔 = 1 was labeled as positive examples.
This procedure resulted in an imbalanced set, since peak
traffic is less frequent. Accuracy was used as a performance
measure. It is intuitive to expect an accuracy of 85% as a
lower bound. Several baselines were evaluated: daily average
traffic patterns (Fig 4); means from the previous week and
ARMA models. The highest accuracy 89.24 was recorded
with the cumulated daily average method.
A. Initial algorithm selection
A subset of 15% of the sensors was selected randomly and
eight algorithms were evaluated. The results are displayed in
Table II along with average running times in seconds. There
were no efforts made towards fine-tuning.
Table II: Network wide classification accuracy and average running time on
a random subset (15%) of sensors. One independent predictor per sensor.
Algorithm
Baseline
LogReg
FFNN
RUSBoost
LDA
Tree
SvmRBF
NB
kNN

𝑤=1

𝑤=5

89.34
92.54
92.49
90.19
91.99
92.47
91.90
91.61
85.06

92.95
92.86
92.21
92.00
90.66
85.34
84.00
81.18

Seconds
N/A
2.5
7.2
430.9
0.1
0.8
140.7
13.4
42.2

The table above is sorted in descending order on the third
column. With 𝑤 = 1 the best accuracies are recorded for
the same algorithms that do better with a larger window
size, suggesting that these algorithms are more appropriate

Since some algorithms in Table II are slower with the
same or worse accuracy, in the follow up experiments
only logistic regression, Feed Forward Neural Networks
(FFNNs) and classification trees (as a counter example) are
considered. Results are shown in Figure 5 where the window
size is increased even further with 𝑤 ∈ {1, 5, 10, 20}.
Effect of increasing sliding window size

Accuracy

0.93
LogReg
Tree
FFNN

0.92
0.91
0.9
5

Weekdays Subset

0.935
LogReg
FFNN

0.9325
0.93
0.9275

B. The effect of increasing window size

1

testing set and the previous experiment was repeated. These
results are not directly comparable to those in Figure 5.
However, the majority of the literature is focused on Mon–
Fri data, captured from less complex traffic networks.

Accuracy

for the current task. Table II suggests which algorithms
to eliminate from further consideration. There is only a
marginal improvement for the first four algorithms, while the
last three show a sudden decrease in performance, some even
falling under the baseline. Increasing window size 𝑤 should
not dramatically decrease accuracy. A failure to effectively
use the information gathered using a larger time sample
suggests that the algorithm is less suitable for detecting,
learning and predicting complex events.
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Figure 6: Weekends are removed. Larger window size 𝑤 still results in
better performance. Top accuracy (93.48, 𝑤 = 10, FFNN) is better than if
weekends are included (92.99).

The above figure shows that the hypothesis was false and
indeed increasing the window size still has a great impact
on prediction accuracy. Despite the fact that the greatest
variance is observed between workdays and weekends (see
Figure 2), simply capturing more temporal context is still
beneficial, regardless if the largest source of variance is not
present. For all following experiments the window size is
set to 10, unless otherwise stated. We chose not to take a
larger window size for computational reasons.

Window Size

Figure 5: Increasing window size 𝑤 results in better accuracy. Results for
𝑤 = 20: neural network 93.13, logistic regression 92.83.

The accuracy increases linearly for 𝑤 > 1. The behavior
for logistic regression is similar to the FFNN. However,
the neural network always outperforms the simpler logistic
regression since it finds the decision boundary in a smaller
nonlinear space. This implies that there must be an intrinsic lower dimensional space where the classes are better
separable. The maximum accuracy for the neural network
is 93.13 while for the linear algorithm it is 92.83, with
𝑤 = 20 equivalent to looking back 5 hours. For a 𝑤 = 10,
the accuracies are 92.99 for the neural network and 92.70
for logistic regression. Elastic Net and Lasso [15] (𝐿1 , 𝐿2
and 𝐿1 + 𝐿2) were succinctly evaluated for both a linear
and quadratic combination of time points. Regularization
can decrease variance at the expense of increasing bias. The
contribution of each time point in either form is almost equal
and thus regularization is not useful in the original space.
C. Exclusive Monday to Friday traffic prediction
From previous experiments it is clear that using more time
steps from the past provides a more robust temporal context
and thus results in better accuracy. Here, we ask whether
this also holds for simpler periodic data, by considering
prediction only on working days. This experiment is a
follow up on the observed clusters in Fig. 2. It is possible
that a larger window size captures more accurately the
difference between work days and weekends, hence the
better predictions. Towards evaluating this hypothesis, the
weekends were removed from both the training and the

D. Augmenting missing data with context average trends
Missing data is one of the frequent problems of big data
applications. This is also a significant characteristic of the
current data set. In order to observe the impact of missing
data on prediction accuracy, the zero values were replaced
with the corresponding hourly sensor trend, cumulated per
each day of the week. The results for logistic regression and
the neural network are presented in Table III, along with the
difference in accuracy Δ from the previous experiment (see
Fig. 5). The augmented dataset is denoted by 𝒟𝜇 .
Table III: Adding mean trend values for missing data increases accuracy.

𝑤=1
𝑤=5
𝑤 = 10

Logistic Regression

FF Neural Network

𝒟𝜇

𝒟

Δ

𝒟𝜇

𝒟

Δ

92.26
92.68
92.78

92.19
92.61
92.70

0.07
0.07
0.08

92.31
92.91
93.05

92.12
92.85
92.99

0.19
0.06
0.06

VI. B IG DATA VERSUS S MALL DATA
Collection of Big Data is essential, as it is not possible
to know what questions will be asked in the future. What
does Big Data mean for the current setting? Characteristic
to our dataset, there are two dimensions to consider when
addressing this question, namely time and space.
How much data is needed in order to generalize well?
As one might guess, the traffic patterns are quite cyclical.
Towards answering these questions, we repeat the previous
experiments and: i) use less temporal data; ii) share data
between classifiers, based on sensor proximity.

Figure 7: Additional data from 3, 5 and 9 closest sensors is added to each classifier. Best result thus far: 93.24% FFNN 𝑤 = 10 𝑘 = 3.

A. Leveraging the temporal dimension of big data
In this section we examine the implications of using less
data from the temporal dimension. Table IV shows accuracy
as a function of the size of the training set for the logistic
regression algorithm and the neural network. The first 10%
(old data), last 10% and 25% (recent data) of the training set
is selected for training, while the test set is kept the same.
Roughly, 100% of the training data accounts for traffic
volume recorded over approximately 4 years, while for the
validation set, it accounts for approximately 2 years. Then,
10% of the training data amounts to half a year, while 25%
from the entire training set corresponds to data for one year.
Table IV: Big Data is relevant on the temporal dimension: accuracy
decreases as the variety and volume of the full dataset is reduced.

LogReg
FFNN

100%

1st Half Year

Last Half Year

Last Year

92.70
92.99

89.86 (-2.84)
89.90 (-3.09)

92.00 (-0.7)
92.19 (-0.8)

92.22 (-0.48)
92.41 (-0.58)

Using less data results in a decrease in performance
and the drop is more abrupt as data become increasingly
outdated. If data only from the first year is used for training
(Table IV column 2), the accuracy decreases almost to the
level of the baseline. Complex models are more likely to
overfit. For the neural network, these effects are thus stronger
since less data contains less variety.
B. Leveraging Big Data through sensor proximity
Thus far the network-wide prediction was modeled
naively: one predictor per sensor was trained using data
only from its own history. Traffic on a particular road is
influenced by traffic in its proximity, hence the predictors
should model this accordingly. We therefore proceed by including data from neighboring traffic for each predictor (still
one predictor per sensor), based on the Euclidean distance
between sensors, computed from geographical coordinates.
This does not correspond to the actual city block distance
it takes to navigate between sensors / roads. Some sensors
have multiple coordinates, in which case the location is
approximated to the average – a potential source of error.
The data from 𝑘 ∈ {3, 5, 10} neighboring sensors is added
by simply concatenating it to the input data, resulting in a
training vector of length ∣𝑥𝑠 ∣ = 𝑤 × 𝑘 for each predictor.
This is not necessarily the most efficient or best method
of performing feature selection or simultaneous multivariate
prediction. A better means of determining the correlations
between traffic at each sensor is to perform spatial partitioning [20] and leverage the volume traffic data itself, instead of

using map coordinates. However, this results in a fixed graph
representation, while correlations between roads are likely
to change throughout the day (e.g. peaks in Figure 4). This
has been observed in [21], where univariate and multivariate
methods are compared, also based on map coordinates. They
note that the parameters for the multivariate modeling of
traffic flow are not stationary. The same observation is made
in a study [6] on traffic spatiotemporal correlations where the
authors conclude that the autocorrelation structure changes
both spatially and temporally, according to the traffic peaks,
thus a non-stationary approach is preferable. We leave this
for future work and experiment with the window size and
number of additional feature vectors.
The results are shown in Figure 7, where the main
observation is that adding data from proximity results in
better predictions. The accuracy increases to 93.24% for the
neural network, in the case where the window size (𝑤 = 10)
and data from three neighboring sensors is used (𝑘 = 3), the
highest accuracy recorded thus far. This result is also better
than the case where 𝑤 = 20 and 𝑘 = 0 (for the neural
network the accuracy was 93.13%, see Fig. 5).
This implies that proximity data and feature selection
have more impact than simply increasing the window size,
although both are beneficial. The pattern in Figure 7 is
clear. As more time-points and more data from neighboring
sensors are added, the performance increases. However, the
result obtained using neural networks with a 𝑤 > 5 and
𝑘 > 5, is lower although very close to the best result
obtained (𝑤 = 10 and 𝑘 = 3). The effects of the curse of
dimensionality thus become more evident as the length of the
feature vector is increased to more than 30 time points. For
logistic regression the performance still increases, although
still less accurate than the neural network (a matter of
regularization).
C. Performance as a function of location
The resulting test accuracies from the best logistic regression results are clustered (over all sensors) and the
corresponding color coded prototypes are overlaid on the
map in Figure 8. From the distribution of accuracy we can
observe that prediction is more challenging in the extremities
and the CBD. The geometry of road segments does not
appear to have an impact on accuracy. Furthermore, there
seems to be no connection between the direction of traffic
(outbound vs inbound) and accuracy, since the clusters are
distributed evenly. There are 150 sensors (7.2%) where the
accuracy is one standard deviation below the mean (taken

Figure 8: Accuracy distribution over the traffic network (logistic regression).
The histogram on the right shows the relative size of each accuracy cluster.

over all sensors). Out of these, we examined the volume data
for one sensor and observed that after the first three years the
traffic volume is doubled. Thus, almost all traffic after the
3rd year is labeled as high volume. Permanent changes to
the traffic rules can have a drastic impact on the distribution
of the volume data for one sensor. Therefore, a threshold
over the entire time series, introduces additional error.
VII. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have explored a novel big traffic data
set for the application of traffic forecasting. The classification experiments show that increasing temporal context is
beneficial, provided an appropriate representation and that
including neighboring data further improves performance.
This is also consistent with the work in [4], [9] where
however, the volume and complexity of the dataset is lower.
Additionally, it was shown that using outdated or smaller
volumes of data causes the prediction performance to drop,
suggesting that the volume and variance of data is critical
for Big Data applications. An additional increase in accuracy
can also be obtained if the missing data is augmented with
the average contextual traffic trend. The accuracy can be
further increased if the goal is to forecast Mondays to
Fridays only, or other subsets of data.
We suggest that for useful real-time predictions, the
threshold that separates high and low traffic should be
adapted dynamically according to the query point (sensor)
and the time of the day. Setting an appropriate threshold can
be considered a separate problem in itself. We believe that
the thresholding procedure introduces more problems than
it solves. As future work, we aim to focus on prediction of
continuous values, the spatiotemporal correlations and feature selection, perform n-step-ahead prediction and further
increase the prediction horizon. Additionally, since all the
algorithms have been benchmarked in batch mode, not all
can be deployed successfully or be as effective in online
settings, where learning and prediction is simultaneous.
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